
Operations Rapid Start

Give your operations and devops team the skills and tools to run MongoDB with confidence. The tooling we provide enables

you to monitor and control your deployment, and we’re experts at making the right operational choices for a given

deployment. Learn how to best administer MongoDB with our Operations Rapid Start.

We will start with a detailed administrator training session to prepare you to deploy and administer MongoDB applications

following best practices. Your operations team will learn how to deploy and maintain MongoDB, diagnose performance

issues, handle security, and establish the proper backup and recovery procedures.

Your team will also learn how to use the management software that we offer. Ops Manager, available with MongoDB

Enterprise Advanced, is the best way to manage MongoDB within your own data center, making it fast and easy for

operations teams to deploy, monitor, back up and scale MongoDB. Cloud Manager, MongoDB’s cloud-hosted management

service, offers the same benefits as Ops Manager, with a reduced in-house footprint.

The MongoDB consulting engineer will develop a custom plan for setting up either Ops Manager or Cloud Manager for your

deployment. The engineer will then help implement this plan to install and configure your choice of management platform; in

the case of Ops Manager, implementation will depend on your having procured the necessary hardware. You’ll also learn

how to decide what metrics to monitor and how to implement backup and disaster recovery strategies.

In addition, your MongoDB engineer can provide other recommendations for running your operations smoothly. Do you have

the right hardware to maximize performance? Have you tested restoring from backup? Are you complying with internal

policies for information security and access control? Your MongoDB engineer can help to answer these questions and more.

Our consulting engineer can then implement these recommendations in a follow-on project, or your team can handle the

implementation process themselves, as you prefer.

Engagement Details

• This engagement is best suited for operations or devops teams.

• The ideal time to engage MongoDB for this service is at the planning or early development phase of a project, or when

planning for deployment to production or expansion.

• You should be prepared with your application and environment specifications for the consulting engineer to review. If you

intend to use Ops Manager, this information will be requested in advance of the consulting engagement, so that your

MongoDB engineer can provide hardware recommendations.

Deliverables

The consultant will assist with setup and configuration of Cloud Manager or Ops Manager for your MongoDB deployment. In

the case of Ops Manager, this will depend on all required hardware being available. At the end of the engagement, you will

also receive a detailed report that includes:

• A summary of recommended reporting and alerting thresholds based on your system requirements



• A backup and recovery strategy and playbook for your MongoDB deployments

• Documentation of any other ops best practices discussed over the course of the engagement

In addition, you will received detailed training materials for ongoing reference.

Delivery Approach

• If you intend to use Ops Manager, the first step is a preparation call to gather sizing requirements and make hardware

recommendations. You will need to procure hardware before Ops Manager can be set up.

• A MongoDB consulting engineer will spend 4 consecutive days working with your team, typically on site. Within 10

business days, MongoDB’s consultant will deliver a comprehensive written report.

Resources

We are the MongoDB experts. Over 4,300 organizations rely on our commercial products, including startups and more than

half of the Fortune 100. We offer software and services to make your life easier. For more information, please visit

mongodb.com or contact us at sales@mongodb.com.

Case Studies (mongodb.com/customers)

Presentations (mongodb.com/presentations)

Free Online Training (university.mongodb.com)

Webinars and Events (mongodb.com/events)

Documentation (docs.mongodb.com)

MongoDB Enterprise Download (mongodb.com/download)

MongoDB Atlas Database as a Service for MongoDB (mongodb.com/cloud)
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